
Library Technology Services Portfolio Report - November 15, 2016

Tracey Robinson, Managing Director

Total # of Projects: 20

# ITCRB Projects: 0

# HUIT Top 40 Projects: 3

# CIO Initiative Projects: 3

# HUIT Risk Projects: 1

# University Risk Projects: 1

Project #/Project Name End DateStart DateEvaluation Summary Sponsor

Director/ 

Manager

Project 

Manager

Work in Progress

Randy SternCollaborate and contribute a software to the 

open source ArchivesSpace Public User 

Interface project in order to accelerate the 

availability of this software for the Harvard 

Library

Tracey 

Robinson

Susan 

Pyzynski
ArchivesSpace Public User 

Interface

2223

11/4/16

LTS is collaborating with the ArchvesSpace open source team on Pubic User 

Interface software development. They have updated their schedule: Alpha 

release 12/1/2016, Public release 3/30/17. However, the team is 1-2 months 

behind this schedule. Harvard release is likely around September  2017.

Overall

The ArchvesSpace team is 1-2 months behind its original schedule.Schedule

6/1/16 9/29/17

Robin 

Wendler
Implement business requirements, including 

export of EAD finding aids to OASIS and 

HOLLIS, export of MARC data to Aleph, and 

end-of-year reporting functions.

Megan 

Sniffin-Marinoff
ArchivesSpace, Phase 21900

10/17/16

End of fiscal year reporting was delivered. Other components of this project have 

been deferred to align with with the schedule of other projects.

Overall

End of fiscal year reporting was delivered. Import of data to Aleph was analyzed 

and is being completed by Houghton Library staff, due date 11/30. Import of 

finding aids to OASIS and HOLLIS+ has been postponed to align with the 

migration of finding aids into ArchivesSpace (see the Next Generation Archival 

Discovery project), now slated for mid-November. The import will necessarily 

follow the migration by a few weeks and will result in some iterative development 

to display the new finding aids correctly.

Schedule

12/10/15 11/29/16

Laura MorseAssess the current capabilities of the tool and 

make recommendations for improvements 

based on needs of collection development 

communities.  

Review essential features of the tool, including 

the ability to search across content, update 

content, and produce reports based on content.

Work with representative from LTS to scope out 

technical and financial requirements for 

improving the tool.

Tracey 

Robinson

Claire 

DeMarco
Collection Development 

Policy Tool

1796

10/4/16

System evaluation matrix reviewed by group.   Recommendation report for 

Quickbase solution will be drafted in October for CCSC review.

Overall 1/4/16 12/23/16

Anthony 

Moulen
· incremental growth to accommodate 

immediate needs for Video ingest 

· plan for DRS next generation storage (a 

proposal in place by spring, fy17)

· continue to participate in HUIT storage 

strategy development

Franziska FreyDevelop action plan for 

scaling Harvard Library's 

Digital Repository Service

1839

9/23/16

Scheduling final presentation of materials associated with scaling.Overall 9/1/15 8/31/16
3 Months 

Overdue
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https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=647454a66f18ee40a3a79b9eae3ee460
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=58fc24606f941e00a3a79b9eae3ee4c7
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=57aef9b76fd24a0097dd687f8e3ee497
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=e0d14e766f87c28097dd687f8e3ee409


Project #/Project Name End DateStart DateEvaluation Summary Sponsor

Director/ 

Manager

Project 

Manager

Work in Progress
Abigail 

Bordeaux
Upgrade aging infrastructure, and implement 

modern tools and technologies to improve 

collection management and maintain 

state-of-the-art digital prservation. Migrate 

metadata for 40,000,000 digital objects into new 

DRS2 content models.

Franziska FreyEnhance Digital Repository 

Services (DRS 2)

1117

11/3/16

Work continues to support the migration of museums images, list objects, maps 

images, and audio metadata.

Overall

The complexity of audio migration requirements represents a significant amount 

of development time that will delay the completion of the overall migration 

project. Development to support audio is currently expected to take through 

January 2017. While there is still significant planning and analysis to be done for 

the later migration groups, which leaves uncertainty in the schedule, the current 

estimate for completion is July 2017.

Schedule

While LTS has a full-time developer devoted to migration work, there are 

constraints on other LTS and Preservation Service resources.

Resources

10/1/09 3/31/17

Sharon BayerUpdate and increase digital storage capacity for 

Harvard Library.

Franziska FreyIncrease HL Digital Storage 

Capacity

1124

11/10/16

A new VNX will be deployed to resolve the locking issues in the currently 

deployed solution at Widener to be deployed over the next few weeks.  A number 

of smaller issues remain problematic in the Media Preservation environment.

Overall

A new VNX will be deployed to resolve the locking issues in the currently 

deployed solution at Widener to be deployed over the next few weeks.  A number 

of smaller issues remain problematic in the Media Preservation environment.

Schedule

4/1/14 8/31/16
3 Months 

Overdue

Randy SternUnder the grant, Harvard Library will:

1. Deploy a pilot linked data conversion 

infrastructure

2. Pilot a hosting environment for BIBFRAME 

linked data.

3. Pilot linked data conversion, publication, and 

visualization of Harvard Geospatial Library 

metadata

4. Pilot linked data conversion, publication, and 

visualization of Harvard's Harvard Film Archive 

metadata.

5. Collaborate with Cornell and Stanford on 

LD4L Labs and LD4P projects.

Tracey 

Robinson

Scott WicksLD4L Labs2160

11/4/16

A propject team has been formed and is holding biweekly project planning 

meetings. A new developer was hired under the grant and started on September 

12. A 2 day all hands meeting with Cornell and Stanford is planned for 11/14/16.

Overall 4/1/16 3/30/18

Laura MorseThis project has been split into two 

sub-initiatives, the OCLC Data Sync and 

WorldShare Metadata Services and Collection 

Manager Tool Review (OCLC Data Sync) and 

(Metadata Optimization Project (MOP). The 

OCLC Data Sync Working Group will provide 

guidance and coordination to rationalize 

Harvard Library use of OCLC systems and 

services, to synchronize Harvard Library 

holdings, to evaluate OCLC Local Holdings 

record options, and to improve quality of 

existing metadata through processing of load 

rep

Suzanne 

Wones
Library Metadata 

Optimization and 

Synchronization Project

2092

10/4/16

Information gathering continues to inform OCLC services recommendation. 

Delays in OCLC releasing documentation about DataSynch have impeded 

progress on data cleanup scoping and planning. Phase one cleanup priorities 

approved and underway.  OCLC recommendation report in process.  Open 

meetings for project scheduled for end of October.

Overall 3/1/16 11/1/17

Abigail 

Bordeaux
Add support for these formats to the DRS by 

implementing the ability to deposit, preserve, 

manage and deliver content in these formats.

Franziska FreyLong Term Preservation1116

11/3/16

 Video delivery work continues and we are planning to wrap up the project in an 

organized way by November 30.

Overall

The contractor working with term staff on LTP or the remainder of the project is 

up and running and making productive contributions to  video delivery work.

Resources

10/31/14 11/30/16
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https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=427d65246f983100a54fa981be3ee4f8
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=a67da5246f983100a54fa981be3ee417
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=626ca65f2bbede4031f747f217da15a1
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=d759b6462b469a0031f747f217da15ee
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=b57d65246f983100a54fa981be3ee4f5
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Project 
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Robin 

Wendler
Implement a data normalization plan to migrate 

Encoded Archival Description metadata 

currently in OASIS into ArchivesSpace, 

improving the quality and consistency of the 

metadata in support of future discovery.

Susan 

Pyzynski
Next-Generation Special 

Collections and Archives 

Discovery

1752

10/17/16

Transition to a contract programmer is in process. Remaining changes to the 

importer are in process. The critical bug that prevented indexing from completing 

was identified and a patch applied. Archivists completed a stress test of the 

system. User account setup is in process.  Migration is now targeted for early 

November.

Overall

Transition to a contract programmer cut into progress as he began learning the 

environment. A few crucial enhancements to the ArchivesSpace importer must 

be completed and tested before the oversight group can give the go-ahead for 

migration. The current best case is for the decision to be made on 10/28, 

migration to start on 11/4, followed by QA and sign-off by mid-November.

Schedule

A short-term contractor has taken over the from the previous project 

programmer.

Resources

7/1/15 11/17/16

Laura MorseUse existing workflows as a guide for Aleph  

and HD's version of GFA, develop a workflow to 

manage, update and retrieve items stored at 

ReCap.

Kenneth 

Peterson
RECAP Storage - Phase 11883

10/4/16

Planning in progress for phase 1 (transfer of WID HD items to RECAP, updates 

to HOLLIS Classic/+, Aleph configuration, and retrieval workflows). Expected 

implementation during October, followed by Law new accessions.

Overall 12/4/15 12/30/16

Randy SternModify the ACORN software to remove 

dependencies on the DRS, and release the 

software with documentation to Github.

Tracey 

Robinson

Brenda BernierRelease ACORN as Open 

Source

2148

11/4/16

This is a small project whose LTS technical work is complete. We are awaiting 

testing and user documentation from the Weissman Preservation Center. Should 

get this on GitHub by 11/30/16.

Overall 4/27/16 10/31/16

Laura MorseAlign creation and maintenance of Harvard 

Library Special Borrowers with Harvard Key and 

IAM workflows.

Laura MorseKenneth 

Peterson
Special Borrower Harvard 

Key Alignment

2098

10/4/16

DUO rollout has affected timeline for this project. Advised DUO team about 

communication plan and new deadline. New date for HK/DUO implementation 

now 11/8.

Overall 3/15/16 12/16/16

Pending

Robin 

Wendler
Make Archives and special collections easier to 

find and use

 Expand and Enhance 

ArchivesSpace

2386 12/1/16 6/30/17

Abigail 

Bordeaux
Ensure delivery of aging audio collections; pilot 

content migration strategies and techniques

Audio content migration and 

delivery

2384 1/20/17 6/30/17

Corinna 

Baksik
Enhance access to visual collections in 

HOLLIS+ and retire aging VIA platform.

Integrate VIA records into 

HOLLIS+

2388 10/21/16 10/21/16

Laura MorseModernize core library system to enable 

libraries to collect, describe, and manage 

blended print, electronic, and digital collections

Next generation library 

services platform

2390 10/20/16 10/1/18

Randy SternDescribe the solution. Tracey 

Robinson

Peter SuberOSC Data Imports2702 11/7/16 2/28/17

Robin 

Wendler
Improve access and delivery of Harvard's digital 

collections

Plan for digital collections 

discovery

2389 10/21/16 10/21/16

Randy SternEnsure delivery of digital image collections with 

scalable open source, IIIF compatible software

Update Image Delivery 

Service

2387

11/4/16

This project is expected to begin in December 2016.Overall 11/1/16 5/31/17
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https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=be98ab736fad4200a3a79b9eae3ee441
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=375626aa6f44960097dd687f8e3ee487
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=54df96c90f7ad6402dfe5bd692050e07
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=b1d9f7022b8a9a0031f747f217da15d2
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=3b4b6f020fe26a002dfe5bd692050eca
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=a734a33d4f6ee6000edffe75f110c7e0
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=f0db2f060fe26a002dfe5bd692050e9c
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=f140acd60f66aa002dfe5bd692050e97
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=02aeb14b3736620036fdd8d543990e64
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=61fb27860fe26a002dfe5bd692050eb7
https://harvard.service-now.com/nav_to.do?uri=pm_portfolio_project.do?sys_id=08ab23060fe26a002dfe5bd692050e15

